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Dynamics of transient disordered vortex states in Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8¿d

B. Kalisky, Y. Bruckental, A. Shaulov, and Y. Yeshurun
Institute of Superconductivity, Bar-Ilan University, Ramat-Gan 52900, Israel

~Received 31 July 2003; published 22 December 2003!

The dynamics of transient disordered vortex states in Bi2Sr2CaCu2O81d was magneto-optically traced in
three experiments:~i! during continuous injection of transient vortex states while ramping up the external
magnetic field,~ii ! during annealing of injected transient states while keeping the external field constant, and
~iii ! during annealing of transient ‘‘supercooled’’ disordered states while ramping down the external field. The
results reveal frontlike propagation@experiment~i!# or retreat@experiments~ii ! and~iii !# of the transient vortex
states, at a rate governed by the rate of change of the external field, the annealing timet of the transient states
and the creep rate. The experimental results are theoretically analyzed in terms of competition between gen-
eration and annealing of transient disordered vortex states. Extraction of the annealing timet from the above
three experiments yields the same results fort as a function of the inductionB and temperatureT. Knowledge
of t(B,T) allows for correct determination of the thermodynamic order-disorder vortex phase-transition line.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.68.224515 PACS number~s!: 74.25.Qt, 64.60.My, 74.72.Hs
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I. INTRODUCTION

The nature of the disorder-driven solid-solid vortex pha
transition in high-temperature superconductors has bee
intriguing issue in physics of the vortex matter.1 Recent stud-
ies have shown that proper characterization of this transi
must take into account effects of transient disordered vo
states~TDVS!.2–13 These transient states are inevitably c
ated by injection of vortices through inhomogeneous surf
barriers while the external magnetic field increases,2–4,11,14or
by ‘‘supercooling’’ of the disordered vortex phase while t
field decreases.7,10,11,15The existence of such transient stat
is indicated in time resolved magneto-optical measurem
by the appearance of a sharp change~‘‘break’’ ! in the slope
of the induction profiles.4,7 When the external field is kep
constant, the break moves with time towards the sam
edges or center, indicating annealing of the injected or su
cooled TDVS, respectively.4,11,12

The existence of TDVS near the disorder-driven vor
phase transition clarifies several long standing puzzles, s
as the apparent increase of the transition induction w
time,8,9,11–13 the apparent termination of the transition lin
below a certain temperature,11,12,16,18,19,22yet the appearanc
of the transition over a longer time,11–13,19–22and smearing
of the first-order nature of the transition.2,3 Although some
aspects of the TDVS have been analyzed,23,24so far no com-
prehensive analysis of the dynamics of TDVS, and its infl
ence on the measured transition, has yet been reported
the experimental front, research efforts have been ma
directed towards eliminating the transient effects, e.g.,
utilizing the Corbino disk configuration in transpo
measurements2,3 and the vortex dithering technique in ma
netic measurements.17 These sophisticated experiments su
cessfully uncovered the underlying thermodynamic ord
disorder vortex phase transition. In this work we investiga
both experimentally and theoretically, the dynamics of
transient disordered vortex states, and utilize this knowle
to extract the thermodynamic order-disorder vortex pha
transition line. We present comprehensive time resol
magneto-optical measurements in Bi2Sr2CaCu2O81d
0163-1829/2003/68~22!/224515~10!/$20.00 68 2245
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~BSCCO!, demonstrating continuous injection of transie
vortex states while ramping up the external magnetic fie
annealing of injected transient states while keeping the
ternal field constant, and annealing of transient supercoo
disordered states while ramping down the external field.
all these experiments the TDVS exhibit frontlike propag
tion, or retreat, with a velocity depending on the rate
change of the external field, the creep rate and the annea
time t of the transient states. The dynamic behavior of
front is quantitatively analyzed in terms of competition b
tween two mechanisms, namely, generation and annealin
TDVS. This analysis enables extraction of the annealing ti
t, characterizing the TDVS, as a function of the inductionB
and temperatureT. We show that knowledge oft(T,B) en-
ables the extraction of the thermodynamic vortex ord
disorder transition lineBod(T). The extractedBod(T) line is
significantly different from the apparent transition lines co
monly measured from the onset of the second magnetiza
peak, ignoring effects of TDVS.

II. EXPERIMENT

Measurements were performed on a 1.5531.25
30.05 mm3 Bi2Sr2CaCu2O81d single crystal (Tc592 K).
The crystal was grown using the traveling solvent floatin
zone method.25 This crystal was specially selected for i
uniformity of flux penetration and was checked by magne
optical imaging before and after it was cut into a rectang
In the course of measurements, magneto optical~MO! snap-
shots of the induction distribution across the sample surf
were recorded at time intervals of typically 40 ms, usi
iron-garnet MO indicator with in-plane anisotropy26 and a
high-speed charge-coupled device camera~Hamamatsu
C4880-80!.

A. Field sweep up„FSU…

The process of injection of TDVS through the samp
edges by sweeping up the external field was magn
optically recorded at different sweep rates. In these exp
©2003 The American Physical Society15-1
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ments, the sample was cooled down to the measuring t
perature in zero field, then the external magnetic fieldHext
was ramped up at a constant rate between 4 and 1600 G
from zero to about 850 G. While the external magnetic fi
was ramped up, snapshots of the induction distribut
across the crystal surface were taken successively at con
field intervals~usually 10 G!.

Figure 1 shows the induction profiles across the cry
width deduced from the magneto-optical images, taken aT
523 K, while the external field was ramped up at a rate
53 G/sec. WhenHext reaches a value of approximately 43
G, a sharp change in the slope of the profile~‘‘break’’ ! ap-
pears atBf 0.360 G, indicating coexistence of two distin
vortex states, characterized by high and low persistent
rent densities: A high persistent current state near the sam
edges and a low persistent current state near the center.4 The
high persistent current state is identified as a TDVS, beca
it decays with time when the external field is kept const
~see Sec. II B below!. When the external field is continuous
increased, the break moves towards the sample center,
cating propagation of the transient disordered state fr
deeper into the sample. At the same time, the induction at
break increases monotonically with a rate decreasing w

FIG. 1. Induction profiles across a BSCCO crystal measure
T523 K, while ramping the external field at a rate of 53 G/s
Note the sharp change in the slope of the profiles~break! appearing
for Hext.430 G. Bold lines represent profiles with and witho
~shorter times! break.

FIG. 2. Induction profiles measured atT525 K, while ramping
the external field at different rates. AsdHext /dt increases, the firs
break in the profiles appears at a lower induction.
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time. As shown below~see Sec. III A!, these results can be
explained in terms of competition between injection and a
nealing processes of TDVS. While the rate of injection r
mains approximately constant, the rate of annealing is h
for low inductions, and decreases sharply as the induc
increases towardsBod . The first appearance of the brea
indicates a stage where the injection rate starts to overco
the annealing rate.

Increasing the field sweep rate, or decreasing tempera
at a constant sweep rate, shiftsBf 0 downwards, indicating
that the injection process of TDVS starts to overcome
annealing process at lower inductions. The effect of incre
ing sweep rate is demonstrated in Fig. 2, which shows
induction profiles measured atT525 K while ramping up
the external field at 4, 160, and 800 G/sec. A rate incre
from 4 to 160 G/sec, shiftsBf 0 down from ;450 to
;400 G. A further increase of the rate to 800 G/sec sh
Bf 0 down to ;330 G. The effect of temperature onBf 0 is
demonstrated in Fig. 3. For the same sweep rate of
G/sec, lowering temperature from 25 K to 23 K shiftsBf 0
down from ;400 G to;330 G. As temperature is furthe
lowered to 21 K,Bf 0 is shifted down to;200 G. Figure 4
shows the velocity of the TDVS front as a function of tim
for different sweep rates, measured atT523 K. The initial

at
.

FIG. 3. Induction profiles measured at different temperatur
while ramping the external field at the same rate, 160 G/sec.
temperature is lowered, the first break in the profiles appears
lower induction.

FIG. 4. Velocity of the penetrating front of the transient diso
dered state as a function of time for different sweep rates of
external field. Solid lines are calculated from Eq.~3!.
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DYNAMICS OF TRANSIENT DISORDERED VORTEX . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B68, 224515 ~2003!
velocity of the front~the first appearing break! is zero. It then
accelerates with a decreasing rate, approaching a con
velocity determined by the rate of change of the exter
field.

B. Annealing at a constant field

The annealing process of injected TDVS was magne
optically recorded while keeping the external magnetic fi
at a constant level. Injection of TDVS throughout the sam
was accomplished by abruptly raising the external field t
target value between 140 and 850 G~rise time ,50 ms).
Immediately after reaching the target value of the exter
field, magneto-optical snapshots of the induction distribut
across the sample surface were recorded at time interva
40 ms for four seconds, and 300 ms for additional 26 s
onds.

Figure 5 shows the time evolution of the induction pr
files at T521 K after abruptly increasing the external fie
from zero to 465 G. Initially, the profiles are smooth, witho
a break, indicating a single vortex phase throughout
sample. However, after approximately 0.5 sec, a break
pears in the slope of the induction profiles, progressing w
time towards the sample edge. The break~a typical one is
marked in the figure by an arrow!, separates between a hig
persistent current state near the sample edge and a low
sistent current state near the center. The high persistent
rent region near the edge shrinks with time, and therefore
vortex state in this region is identified as a transient dis
dered state. The vortex state in the expanding, low persis
current region near the center, is identified as the thermo
namic quasiordered phase.4 The front of the growing thermo
dynamic phase moves initially with a large velocity and d
celerates with time to zero velocity as shown in Fig. 6
Hext5500 and 625 G. After reaching zero velocity, th
movement of the front reverses its direction indicating
end of the annealing process and beginning of injection
TDVS into the sample interior. One would expect4 that this
turning point is obtained when the induction at the fro

FIG. 5. Time evolution of the induction profiles after abrupt
increasing the external field from zero to 465 G. At approximat
t50.5 sec, a sharp change~a break! in the slope of the profiles
appears, progressing with time towards the sample edge.
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reaches the value of the thermodynamic vortex ord
disorder transition inductionBod . However, the data show
that the annealing process ceases at an induction of;400 G,
i.e., belowBod5430 G ~see Sec. IV!.

We show below~Sec. III B!, that the origin of this phe-
nomenon is associated with the fundamental difficulty of
alizing a ‘‘pure’’ annealing experiment; while the extern
field is kept constant, disordered vortex states are cont
ously injected through the sample edges via flux creep.
inductions well belowBod the annealing rate is much large
thus the thermodynamic quasiordered vortex state cont
ously grows. However, as the induction at the front a
proachesBod , the annealing rate continuously decreases
til a point is reached when the rate of injection of TDVS d
to flux creep equals the annealing rate. At this point in tim
the growth of the thermodynamic quasiordered phase co
to a halt. After this point, the rate of injection of TDVS du
to flux creep becomes larger than the annealing rate, and
result TDVS are injected into the sample. This is manifes
by the reverse movement of the front towards the sam
center.

C. Field sweep down„FSD…

Supercooling of a disordered vortex phase7 and annealing
of the transient supercooled state were magneto-optic
traced in field sweep down experiments. In these exp
ments, an external field of 850 G was initially applied f
long enough time to ensure establishment of a disorde
vortex phase. The field was then ramped down to zero
constant rate between 4 and 1600 G/sec. While the exte
field was ramped down, snapshots of the induction distri
tion across the crystal surface were taken successivel
constant field intervals~usually 10 G!. Figure 7 shows the
induction profiles taken atT523 K, while the external field
was ramped down at a rate of 16 G/sec. For external fie
between 420 and 240 G the profiles exhibit a break, p
gressing into the sample interior with time. In contrast
FSU experiments, here the breaks appear at approxima
the same induction,Bf5360 G, almost independent of th

y

FIG. 6. Velocity of the propagating front of the quasiorder
vortex phase as a function of time forHext5500 and 625 G. Note
that the movement of the front reverses its direction, indicating
end of the annealing process and beginning of injection of trans
disorder vortex state by flux creep. Solid lines are calculated fr
Eq. ~10!.
5-3
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KALISKY, BRUCKENTAL, SHAULOV, AND YESHURUN PHYSICAL REVIEW B 68, 224515 ~2003!
location in the sample. As before, the breaks reveal coex
ence of a quasiordered vortex phase~characterized by low
persistent current density! near the sample edges, and
TDVS ~characterized by high persistent current density!, in
the sample interior. The value ofBf is strongly suppressed b
increasing the sweep rate at constant temperature or dec
ing temperature at a constant sweep rate, as demonstrat
Figs. 8 and 9, respectively. Obviously, in these experime
the source of the transient disordered state cannot be as
ated with edge contamination, as flux does not enter
sample through its edges. Moreover, the lowj quasiordered
phase appears near the edges and propagates with time
the sample interior. The origin of the TDVS is rather sup
cooling of the high-field disordered state.7 As the field is
rapidly lowered below the transition field, the initial therm
dynamically established disordered state is supercoole
inductions belowBod and consequently the apparent sol
solid transition inductionBf shifts belowBod . As shown in
Fig. 8, larger sweep rates induce ‘‘deeper’’ supercooli
shifting Bf further down.9

Figure 10 describes the front velocity as a function
time in FSD experiments at 23 K, for different sweep rat
For low sweep rates, the front moves at an approxima
constant velocity, which depends on the rate of change of
external field. For high sweep rates, the front movement
celerates with time.

FIG. 7. Induction profiles measured atT523 K, while the ex-
ternal field was ramped down at a rate of 16 G/sec. For exte
fields between 420 and 240 G the profiles exhibit a break, progr
ing into the sample interior with time. Bold lines represent profi
with and without~longer times! break.

FIG. 8. Induction profiles measured atT525 K, while ramping
down the external field at different rates. AsudHext /dtu increases,
the breaks in the profiles appear at lower inductions.
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III. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS

The experiments described above reveal different
namic behaviors of the TDVS depending on the type of
periment~FSU, FSD, or constant field!, the rate of change o
the external field, the induction at the interface between
TDVS and the quasiordered thermodynamic phase, temp
ture, and time. In this section we analyze these behavior
terms of a competition between two fundamental proces
creation and annealing of TDVS. The parameter that play
key role in our analysis is the annealing timet of the tran-
sient disordered vortex state. In definingt, we refer to the
annealing experiment described in Sec. II B. We assume
initial TDVS throughout the whole sample created, e.g., b
step increase of the external field. The annealing proc
begins att50 with a nucleation of a quasiordered vorte
phase at the sample center, and continues with front pro
gation of this phase towards the sample edges.4 In order to
distinguish between normal magnetic relaxation and the
nealing process of the TDVS, we assume that the disorde
and quasiordered vortex states are characterized bytime in-
dependenthigh and low current densitiesj h and j l , respec-
tively. Such an idealized annealing process is schematic
described in Fig. 11~a!. Let us examine a locationx in the
sample where att50 the induction isB(x) and the current
density is j h . The annealing timet(B,T) is defined as the
time that it takes for the current density atx to transform
from j h to j l while the induction atx remains constant and
equal toB.27 Formally,

al
s-

FIG. 9. Induction profiles measured atT525 K andT530 K
while ramping down the external field at 160 G/sec. As tempera
decreases, the breaks in the profiles appear at lower induction

FIG. 10. Velocity of the quasiordered phase front as a funct
of time in field sweep down experiments, for different sweep ra
Solid curves are calculated from Eq.~17!.
5-4
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DYNAMICS OF TRANSIENT DISORDERED VORTEX . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B68, 224515 ~2003!
t~B,T!5tN1E
d/2

x dx

v f
, ~1!

wheretN is the nucleation time,v f(B,T) is the front velocity
under the conditions of constant external fieldHext and con-
stant j h and j l , andd/2 denotes the location of the samp
center, where the thermodynamic quasiordered vortex ph
starts to nucleate.23 According to Eq.~1!, tN5t(B0), where
B0 is the induction at the sample center. Equation~1! pro-
vides insight into the qualitative behavior oft(B): For low
induction B, far below the transition inductionBod , v f is
large,4 resulting in a short annealing timet. As Bod is ap-
proached,v f decreases causingt to increase. In a close vi-
cinity of Bod , v f approaches zero, and consequentlyt ap-
proaches infinity.

In the following sections we analyze the dynamics of t
transient vortex states in the three experiments describe
Sec. III and show howt can be extracted from each of thes
experiments.

A. Field sweep up

In these experiments, two competing processes take p
simultaneously: A TDVS is continuously injected into th
sample through its edges by the ramped external field
flux creep, and at the same time the annealing process t
place. This competition between injection and annealing
the TDVS determines the positionxf of the front. In the
framework of the critical state model, one can considerxf as
a function of three independent variables:28 the external field
Hext the current densityj h , and the inductionBf at the front
@see Fig. 12~a!#:

FIG. 11. Schematic induction profiles illustrating motion of th
interface between the quasiordered phase and the transient d
dered state due to changes with time of the inductionBf ~a!, the
external field~b!, and the current densityj h ~c!. Diagram~a! illus-
trates an ‘‘ideal’’ annealing process.

FIG. 12. Schematic induction profile illustrating the relationsh
between the external fieldHext , the inductionBf at the break, the
current densityj h of the transient disordered state, and the locat
xf of the interface between the quasiordered phase and the tran
disordered state for field sweep up~a! and field sweep down~b!.
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xf5~Hext2Bf !/ j h . ~2!

Thus,

]xf

]t
5

1

j h

dHext

dt
2

Hext2Bf

j h
2 S ] j h

]t D
Hext ,Bf

2
1

j h
S ]Bf

]t D
Hext , j h

.

~3!

According to Eq.~1!,

S ]Bf

]t D
Hext , j h

5S ]Bf

]xf
D S ]xf

]t D
Hext , j h

5 j hv f51/~]t/]B!B5Bf
.

~4!

Thus,

]xf

]t
5

1

j h

dHext

dt
2xf

]

]t
~ ln j h!2

1

j h

1

~]t/]B!B5Bf

. ~5!

The meaning of this equation is as follows: the first te
on the right-hand side describes a continuous injection
TDVS by the change of the external field, pushing the fro
of the injected TDVS from the sample edge towards
sample center at a rate determined by the rate of chang
Hext @see Fig. 11~b!#; the second term on the right-hand sid
of Eq. ~5! describes slow injection, in the same directio
caused by flux creep@note that (]/]t)(ln jh),0] @see Fig.
11~c!#; the third term describes the annealing process, pu
ing the front in theopposite direction, i.e., towards the
sample edge@see Fig. 11~a!#. The competition between th
above three terms determines the dynamics of the front.
tially, when Hext starts to increase from a zero value, t
inductions involved are far belowBod , and thus]t/]B is
small@for a schematic description oft(B), see Fig. 13#. As a
result, the annealing term@third term on the right-hand side
of Eq. ~5!# dominates, and the TDVS has no chance to pro
gate into the sample, i.e., the front is stuck at the sam
edge. AsHext increases, the induction at the edge increa
towardsBod , and the annealing term becomes less and
significant, because the annealing timet, as well as]t/]B,
continuously increase, approaching infinity asB→Bod .
Thus, the front starts its journey from the sample edge

or-

n
ent

FIG. 13. Graphic procedure for determination of the inducti
Bf 0 at the first detected interface between the quasiordered p
and the transient disordered state, in field sweep down experim
Bf 0 is the crossing point of the straight line (Bod2B)/(dHext /dt)
plotted vsB, and the curvet(B).
5-5
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KALISKY, BRUCKENTAL, SHAULOV, AND YESHURUN PHYSICAL REVIEW B 68, 224515 ~2003!
wards its center with a zero velocity, and accelerates w
time towards a final velocity determined by the rate
change of the external field@neglect of the flux creep term in
Eq. ~5! is justified for large enoughdHext /dt]. We note that
xf may reach the sample center, and thus disappear, be
this final velocity is obtained. Let us denote byBf 0 the in-
duction at the first detected front; sincexf 0'0, substitution
of ]xf /]t50 in Eq. ~5! yields

~]t/]B!B5Bf 0
5

1

dHext /dt
. ~6!

Thus, measurements ofBf 0 for different rates of change
of the external field yield]t/]B as a function ofB. On the
basis of these data one can calculatet as a function ofB by
integration

t~B!5E
0

B

~]t/]B!dB. ~7!

Since ]t/]B increases monotonically asBod is ap-
proached, Eq.~6! implies thatBf 0 is shifted down to lower
inductions asdHext /dt increases, in accordance with the e
periment~see Figs. 2 and 14!.

The time dependence ofBf can be analyzed by conside
ing Bf as a function ofHext , j h , andxf @see Fig. 12~a!#

Bf5Hext2 j hxf . ~8!

Thus

]Bf

]t
5

dHext

dt
2xf

] j h

]t
2 j h

]xf

]t
. ~9!

When the front~indicated by a break in the profile! just
appearsxf'0 and]xf /]t50, thus]Bf /]t5dHext /dt, im-
plying that Bf(t) starts to rise at a rate equal to the rate
change of the external field. The second term on the rig
hand side of Eq.~9! 2xf(] j h /]t) also contributes to an in
crease of]Bf /]t with time, however for largedHext /dt this
contribution is negligible. The contribution of the third ter
2 j h(]xf /]t) is much more significant and it causes a co
tinuous decrease of]Bf /]t with time down to zero, which

FIG. 14. Measurements ofBf 0 as a function ofdHext /dt in field
sweep up~circles! and field sweep down~squares! experiments con-
ducted atT523 K.
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is obtained when ]xf /]t reaches its final value
(1/j h)(dHext /dt) @see Eq.~5!#. Thus, the increase of]xf /]t
with time is translated into a decrease of]Bf /]t with time.
When flux injection due to flux creep is negligible,]Bf /]t
50 for Bf5Bod . As noted before regardingxf , Bf may
disappear before reaching its saturated valueBod . In this
case, the final value ofBf will be Hext2 j hd/2.

B. Annealing at a constant field

For a constantHext , Eqs.~5! and ~9! become

]xf

]t
52xf

]

]t
~ ln j h!2

1

j h

1

~]t/]B!B5Bf

~10!

and

]Bf

]t
52xf

] j h

]t
2 j h

]xf

]t
. ~11!

In the absence of injection by the change of the exter
field, injection by flux creep becomes significant. Thus, t
terms2xf(]/]t)(ln jh) and2xf] j h /]t in Eqs.~10! and~11!,
respectively, may not be neglected. Again, two compet
processes may be recognized: injection of a TDVS by fl
creep, pushingxf towards the sample center, and anneal
of the TDVS, pushingxf towards the sample edge. Note th
regardingBf , both processes contribute to an increase ofBf
with time. Assuming that initiallyxf5d/2 andBf is far be-
low Bod , the second term on the right-hand side of Eq.~10!
dominates~i.e., the annealing process dominates!, and the
front starts its journey towards the sample edge with a ma
mum velocity given by2(1/j h)1/(]t/]B)B5Bf

. As xf moves

towards the sample edge,Bf increases, and consequent
(]t/]B)B5Bf

increases. Thus, the annealing process slo

down, andxf decelerates until]xf /]t50. In the absence o
the creep term in Eq.~10!, ]xf /]t50 would imply Bf
5Bod . Obviously, for Bf close to Bod , the injection by
creep becomes significant and the first term on the right-h
side of Eq.~10! must be taken into account. This implies th
]xf /]t50 at an inductionBf m smaller than Bod satisfying
the equation

2xf

]

]t
~ ln j h!5

1

j h

1

~]t/]B!B5Bf m

. ~12!

When this condition is fulfilled,Bf continues to increase
beyondBf m , at a rate2xf(] j h /]t) due to the flux creep@see
Eq. ~11!#. For Bf larger thanBf m , the motion of the front
reverses direction, i.e.,]xf /]t.0, implying movement of
the front towards the sample center.

C. Field sweep down

The key difference between FSD and FSU experiment
the source of the TDVS. Unlike FSU experiments, in FS
experiments the TDVS are not injected through the sam
edges, but created by supercooling of a previously es
lished thermodynamic disordered vortex state. We assu
5-6
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that the ramping down of the external field begins att50,
from a large enough valueHm , so that initially the entire
induction profile in the sample is aboveBod . Thus,

Hext~ t !5Hm2UdHext

dt Ut, ~13!

and the vortices in the entire sample are in a thermodyna
disordered phase fromt50 up to t5tod ,

tod5
Hm2Bod

udHext /dtu
, ~14!

when the induction at the sample edge equalsBod . For t
.tod , a supercooled TDVS begins to appear at the sam
edge; as the external field continues to drop, the front of
supercooled transient states penetrates deeper into
sample. At the same time the annealing process takes p
Note that in contrast to the annealing experiments~Sec.
III B !, in FSD experiments the annealing process starts a
sampleedge, where the induction is smallest, and thus t
lifetime of the supercooled TDVS is shortest. Clearly, it w
require infinitely long time to anneal the TDVS generated
the edge immediately aftert5tod . However, as the externa
field is ramped down, the induction at the edge drops,
consequently the annealing time continuously decrea
Thus, at a later timet f 0.tod , the induction at the edge drop
to Bf 05Bod2udHext /dtu(t f 02tod), and consequently, th
annealing time decreases tot(Bf 0). A quasiordered vortex
state~and thus the first front! will appear at the sample edg
when

t~Bf 0!5t f 02tod5
Bod2Bf 0

udHext /dtu
. ~15!

This condition definesBf 0 at the crossing point of the
straight line (Bod2B)/udHext /dtu plotted vs B, and the
curvet(B), ~see Fig. 13!. From the shape of thet(B) curve
it is clear that asudHext /dtu increases, this crossing point
shifted towards lower inductionsB. This is in accordance
with the experiment, which shows that as the ramping r
increases the induction at the first detected break in the
duction profile is shifted down~see Figs. 8 and 14!. On the
basis of Eq.~15!, one can generate thet vs B curve by
measuringBf 0 for different ramping rates of the extern
field. We note, however, that in this case a predetermina
of Bod is required.

Once the front appears at the sample edge, its dynam
~i.e., xf and Bf vs time! can be analyzed starting from a
equation similar to Eq.~2! @see Fig. 12~b!#

xf5
Bf2Hext

j l
. ~16!

Using the same arguments as in the analysis of the F
experiments, one obtains

]xf

]t
52

1

j l

dHext

dt
2xf

]

]t
~ ln j l !1

1

j l

1

~]t/]B!B5Bf

~17!
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]Bf

]t
5

dHext

dt
1xf

] j l

]t
1 j l

]xf

]t
. ~18!

It is interesting to note that as far asxf is concerned, in
FSD experiments the three factors involved, namely, ram
ing down ofHext , flux creep, and the annealing, all pushxf
in the same direction—towards the sample center. In c
trast, the dynamics ofBf is governed by competing pro
cesses: both ramping down ofHext and flux creep pushBf
downwards (dHext /dt,0 and] j l /]t,0), while the anneal-
ing process shiftsBf upwards (]xf /]t.0). Thus, variations
with time of xf relative to Bf are much larger in FSD a
compared to FSU experiments. This explains the outstand
qualitative difference between the induction profiles me
sured in FSD and FSU experiments, namely, the appa
constancy ofBf in FSD experiments as compared to FS
experiments.

In order to follow the behavior ofxf andBf with time, let
us first ignore the contribution of flux creep@second term on
the right-hand sides of Eqs.~17! and ~18!#. For relatively
slow rate of change ofHext , the first front appears at a rela
tively high induction, thus (]t/]B)B5Bf 0

is large, and the
third term on the right-hand side of Eq.~17! may be ne-
glected compared to the first term. In this case]xf /]t
'(21/j l)(dHext /dt). Thus, the initial velocity of the front
is determined by the rate of change of the external field
contrast to FSU experiment where thefinal velocity of the
front is determined bydHext /dt. Furthermore, Eq.~18! im-
plies that in this case]Bf /]t'0, i.e., Bf is constant. The
negative creep term in Eq.~18! causes slow decrease ofBf
with time. According to Eq.~17!, the slow decrease ofBf
with time causes slow increase of]xf /]t with time. For high
rate of change ofHext , Bf 0 is small, and consequentl
1/(]t/]B)B5Bf 0

may not be neglected compared

dHext /dt. In this case, the term (1/j l)@1/(]t/]B)#B5Bf 0
con-

tributes to increase the velocity ofxf . Similar contribution in
the same direction is obtained from the creep term.

IV. DISCUSSION

The above analysis shows that the dynamics of TDVS
determined by the rate of change of the external field,
creep rate, and the rate of change withB of the annealing
time t(B). While the external field is changed at a consta
rate, and the creep rate is slow, the annealing rate varies
a wide range, due to the strong dependence oft on B. This
dependence can be extracted from FSU and FSD exp
ments, using Eqs.~6! and~15!, respectively, and can be mea
sured directly from annealing experiments in the range oB
where injection by creep can be neglected, as discusse
details in Ref. 12. For the extraction oft from FSU experi-
ments, one only needs to measureBf 0 for different sweeping
rates ofHext . The circles in Fig. 14 show results of measur
ments ofBf 0 as a function ofdHext /dt in FSU experiments
conducted atT523 K. As predicted theoretically~see Sec.
III A !, Bf 0 decreases monotonically asdHext /dt increases.
5-7
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Results fort(B) extracted from these data, using Eq.~6!, are
shown by the circles in Fig. 15. The solid line in this figu
shows a theoretical fit to the equation

t5
t0

S 12
B

Bod
D g . ~19!

Evidently, a good fit is obtained over a wide range do
to B5200 G. The fit yieldst050.011 sec,g52.6 andBod
5460 G. This value ofBod is used for the extraction oft(B)
from FSD experiments. The squares in Fig. 14 showBf 0 as a
function of dHext /dt in FSD experiments at the same tem
perature. Interestingly, one observes that the values ofBf 0 in
FSU ~circles! and FSD ~squares! experiments are similar
Note that forg51 in Eq. ~19!, Eqs.~6! and~15! predict the
same values ofBf 0 for both experiments for a given
dHext /dt. Forg.1, these equations predict higher values
Bf 0 for FSD experiments,29 as observed experimentally. Th
bold squares in Fig. 15 showt(B) as extracted from FSD
experiments using Eq.~15!. Evidently, these results are i
very good agreement with the results of measurement
t(B) from FSU experiments~circles in Fig. 15!. The tri-
angles in Fig. 15 depict direct measurements oft(B) from
annealing experiments.12 Good agreement with the previou

FIG. 15. Measurements of the annealing timet as a function of
B from field sweep up~circles!, field sweep down~squares!, and
annealing~triangles! experiments. The solid line is a theoretical fi

FIG. 16. Measurements of the annealing timet(B) at different
temperatures.
22451
f

of

results is obtained over a wide range of inductions. Dev
tions are expected for larger inductions, where injection
TDVS by creep becomes significant.

Measurements oft(B) at different temperatures ar
shown in Fig. 16. Evidently, the lifetime spectrum of th
TDVS widens as temperature is lowered.11 Fits of these data
to Eq. ~19! yield t0(T) and the thermodynamic transitio
line Bod(T). In Fig. 17 we show the temperature dependen
of Bod as extracted by this method. For comparison, we a
show nonequilibrium transition lines11 ~dashed curves! as
measured by the onset of the second magnetization peak
different sweeping rates of the external field. It is seen t
deviations from the thermodynamic transition line increa
with increasing sweeping rates. Direct measurement of
thermodynamic transition line would require measureme
at extremely low rates to allow for complete annealing of t
TDVS. Alternatively, one can determineBod(T) indirectly
from Eq. ~19!, by measuringt(B,T) as outlined above.

Figure 18 shows the temperature dependence oft0 as
obtained from the theoretical fits of the data of Fig. 16 to E
~19!. Apparently,t0 increases exponentially as the tempe
ture is lowered. The solid line in this figure is a fit oft0(T)
to Arrhenius law: 831029exp(326/T). The exponential in-
crease oft0 as temperature is lowered explains the disa
pearance of the second magnetization peak at low temp

FIG. 17. The thermodynamic transition lineBod(T) ~continuous
curve! as obtained from theoretical fit of the data of Fig. 15 to E
~19!. For comparison nonequilibrium transition lines, measu
from the onset of the second magnetization peak for different fi
sweep rates, are shown by the dashed lines.

FIG. 18. t0(T) as obtained from theoretical fit of the data
Fig. 15 to Eq.~19!.
5-8
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ture, which was misinterpreted as termination of t
transition line.11,12,19,22

Once the functional dependence oft on B is known, one
can test the predictions of the above analysis for the velo
]xf /]t of the interface between the quasiordered phase
the TDVS, in the three experiments described above.
solid curves in Figs. 4 and 10 are calculated from Eqs.~5!
and~17! using the measured values ofj h(t), j l(t), andBf 0.
A fairly good agreement with the experimental data is o
tained usingBod5480 G.

A totally different behavior of]xf /]t is obtained in an-
nealing experiments. As described in Sec. II B, in this c
the initial velocity is high, it gradually drops to zero at a
induction belowBod , and then reverses direction~see Fig.
6!. The analysis outlined above~see Sec. III B! is capable of
predicting this behavior as shown by the solid curve in F
6. This curve was calculated taking into account both
annealing term and the creep term in Eq.~10!. A reasonable
agreement with the experimental data is obtained using
same value ofBod , andt050.04 s.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

We have visually traced the processes of generation
annealing of TDVS, using a high-speed magneto-optical s
tem. Snapshots of the induction distribution reveal frontl
propagation or retreat of the transient disordered states.
velocity of this front is governed by the rate of change of t
external field, the induction at the front, temperature, a
time. We analyzed the dynamics of the front, in three diff
ent experiments, in terms of competition between crea
.
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and annealing of TDVS, where the annealing process is g
erned the annealing timet(B,T). The predictions of this
analysis are in good agreement with the experimental res
In particular, extraction of the annealing timet(B,T) from
the three experiments yields the same results. The expo
tial increase oft(B) with decreasing temperature explain
broadening of the second magnetization peak and its di
pearance below a certain temperature11,12,19,22—a phenom-
enon that was misinterpreted as termination of the transi
line. Reliable measurement of the thermodynamic ord
disorder transition lineBod(T) requires magnetic measure
ments at extremely low field sweep rates to allow for co
plete annealing of the transient states. This requirem
becomes more severe as the temperature is lowered, bec
of the exponential increase of the annealing time. The th
modynamic transition lineBod(T) can be indirectly deter-
mined by fittingt to Eq.~19!. Measurement of the transitio
line in this method yields results which are significantly d
ferent from the nonequilibrium transition lines, common
measured from the onset of the second magnetization p
neglecting effects of transient vortex states.
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